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Community Forum & Opinions

Find us online: www.mercurynews.com/pacifica

We welcome your letters to the editor and
guest opinion columns. They are a vital part of
this community newspaper. But our time and
space are limited, so we ask you to share responsibility with us by following these rules:
• Be brief: 250-300 words for letters, 500
words for op-ed pieces. We don’t plan to count
words, but submissions clearly exceeding
these limits will not run. People may edit down
and resubmit if they wish.
• Be civil and neighborly: no name-calling, no rants or sermons, no personal attacks.
Stick to the issues. We will not print any libelous or inflammatory material. We reserve the
right to decline a letter.
• Be clear and concise. Check your grammar and logic. Do NOT send multiple or rough
drafts — final version only. We reserve the
right to edit minor errors of spelling, punctuation, and fact, but if your submission requires
major editing, we will return it to you to fix and
resubmit if you wish.
• The deadline for all submissions is Thursday noon of the week preceding publication.
• We will apply these rules fairly and consistently to all our valued contributors: no exceptions, no special favors.
• Please provide your full name, address,
and telephone number with all submissions,
but only your name and district where you live
will appear in print.
• Send your submission by email to elarsen@bayareanewsgroup.com, U.S. mail to 59
Bill Drake Way, Pacifica, Calif. 94044, fax 3593821, or in person to 59 Bill Drake Way (formerly Aura Vista Dr.). Please type and double
space. Email submissions are preferred.

Lens on Pacifica

Letters and Op-Ed policy

Rocks on Rocks
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Submitted Photos Policy
• Send jpeg photos by email to elarsen@
bayareanewsgroup.com. Photos submitted
may be published at our discretion in the Pacifica Tribune or any of its publications, or any
other BANG newpaper or website.

* The opinions and “factual
assertions” expressed by columnists &
letter writers are theirs alone and not
those of the Pacifica Tribune.
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Letters
to the editor
Travel tales
Editor:
Certain pages in the sports section
sound more like a travel section, thanks
to sports editor Horace Hinshaw. I really
enjoyed his views on Belize, a place I have
put on my “bucket list.” As a world traveler there are still a few places I’d like to
venture to. One is a cruise on the Queen
Victoria to Australia when it sails into San
Francisco.
Getting back to Belize, my former classmate, Richard, made this island his winter
retreat. Living in Minnesota, I could understand. He volunteered and worked with the
Mayan Indians.
A relative of my classmate was Jim
Thorpe, the 1912 Olympic medal winner
who won both the decathleon and pantathleon, only to have them taken away
because he was an Indian of the Souix and
Fox tribes in Oklahoma.
It wasn’t until Richard worked as a consultant in Washington D.C. and made the
right contacts that he was able to intercede
and was able to return the medals to the
family.
Recently, I read in the paper that the
family was also able to have his remains
sent back to his tribal lands from Thorpe,
Pa.
The town that was named after him established a museum and statue of his image
and were quite upset when this happened
because it was a tourist attraction.
The family was able to accomplish this
under the 1990 Native American Graves
Protection and Reparation Act.
What a shame that one has to wait so
long for justice to kick in. Jim Thorpe died

in 1953 and my classmate passed away a long time, but it is better to cut off the
head of the snake before it strikes, so PH1A
shortly after our 55th class reunion.
is committed to the democratic process of
Therese M. Dyer
actually letting the population of Pacifica
Linda Mar
vote on whether or not we think destroying the environment and habitat, sound
walls, noise and pollution for several years
and the destruction of existing businesses
Editor:
along the route, are really worth saving
I would like to comment on the volume approximately seven minutes of commute
of signatures being gathered on the cir- time once during the day. By the way,
culating petitions by PH1A (Pacificans for whatever happened to the old wastewater
Highway 1 Alternatives). Since this drive treatment plant idea on Palmetto? Seems a
commenced, it has been my experience and better use of money if anyone really cares
that of many others in this campaign to ask about our economy.
City Council and Caltrans to explore alterMichele Coxon
natives to the widening. Within the local
Sharp Park
population and many others just outside
our city limits, there have been close to 99
percent who oppose this plan and ask comEditor:
pelling questions as to who is really driving
Pacifica is a great place to enjoy but
this project.
once in awhile I see a little something that
If a “tyranny by the minority” is truly has been overlooked.
at work here (Chamber of Commerce, City
The public Pier restrooms need help.
Council and Caltrans) – all others opposed The stall walls need to be made solid so
to it — then I, too, ask the question about that grab bars can be installed. Safety first
the role of real estate developers who need is so important these days and I am more
this widening in order to develop land aware of it as I grow older. Perhaps it could
along Highway 1. If that be the case, then be on someone’s “fix-it” list.
there is surely a conflict of interest with
Jennie Pitsch
several members of Council and many in
San Bruno
the Chamber.
The only “democratic” thing to do is to
put this project to a vote “of the people, by
Editor:
the people, and for the people” and abide
The City of Pacifica has been trying
by their decision. Asking for an alternative to gather funds from many over the past
solution to the widening is a logical request years, but this one seems to be a total
and the only reason not to honor it is be- sham.
cause someone else has an agenda that will
The Fire Department has, over the last
override the desires of those who live here, few years, been required to inspect office/
work here, and travel through on a daily business properties for “safety” reasons albasis.
though these same locations have been igThis validity and integrity of this widening project proposal may not be decided for
See LETTERS, Page 9

Highway widening
project

Wandering &
Wondering
John Maybury
COASTAL CONUNDRUM
“It’s interesting that Pacificans want Pacifica to remain beautiful,
in good shape financially, and its infrastructure intact. Folks see
that happening in different ways. Most people who live here stay
because they want the open space and to be away from the hustle
and bustle of San Francisco or Daly City. In fact, I know one person
who says we Pacificans are spoiled because our town is so beautiful
– that made me smile. We don’t need to fill up our ‘empty space’
with buildings in hopes that businesses will come here and stay. We
have empty business spaces, for instance, Eureka Square. I’ve been
told that rents there are very high; rumor has it the owner wants to
sell that or build condos, but who knows. We do need more business,
but basic businesses that will stay, not simply niche businesses.
Niche businesses are good and fun, too, don’t get me wrong. Folks
who think that building is the answer to our problems should ask
themselves why they think empty space is ‘wasted’ space. Someone
actually said that to me. If buildings attract business, then why do
we have empty storefronts? If that’s true, then just move up to Daly
City or San Francisco. As for widening Highway 1, I’ve driven to
San Mateo for nearly 17 years now for work. I leave before 7 a.m. to
get there without the hassle of traffic. I can honestly say two things:
When school is out, I can leave 10 or 15 minutes later; and widening
a part of Highway 1, then narrowing it again, does not truly solve
traffic woes – it would be like a heart surgeon cleaning out part
of your artery but leaving the rest of it clogged. ‘Gang of No’ is a
label meant to segregate and isolate a specific group of people and
give that group a negative connotation. That does not help anyone
because it turns ideas into conflict. It is not productive. People will
argue. Big deal. But ALL sides need to realize there will be give
and take. It’s not a contest; it’s a process to reach a mutual goal.”
(Name withheld by request, posted on Pacifica Riptide)

Access for all

Burdensome charge

A third flag went up within the past week and, as far as I know, is
still there. Is this a battle of wills between two people or groups?
Is this some kind of constitutional/procedural statement since the
flag is neither taken down nor lit at night? Or has this somehow
turned into an ‘American flag corner’? Two additional American
flags are now displayed -- one outside and one inside the window
-- at the old Dallas/Spanky’s Cafe near the footbridge where there
were none when it was open. Obviously, someone wants to see an
American flag displayed on the walkway and someone doesn’t. Is
it legal to permanently display a flag on a public property? Who
keeps putting it up every time it gets taken down? My gut feeling
is that it is someone living nearby who ‘gets off’ seeing it every day,
but what do I know.” (Sleepless in Paradise)
SAINT EDMUND’S LABYRINTH
The labyrinth in the courtyard at Saint Edmund’s is available for
all to enjoy from now until June 1. The gates are open daily from 7
a.m. to dusk. It is a place of peace and tranquility. “The labyrinth is
a metaphor for the spiritual journey that we are all on as we search
for the center and meaning of our lives. Since prehistoric times, the
labyrinth has been a sacred path of meditation that confers real
benefits to body and soul. It has been found in all religious traditions in various forms around the world.” (Saint Edmund’s Episcopal Church, 1500 Perez Drive, Pacifica, 650-359-3364)
PAY ATTENTION, DUDE
Scott McKellar loved the Tribune’s April 4 “Police Beat” item:
“Caller heard a gunshot two hours earlier but did not get up. Now
noticed bullet hole in window through to his TV.”

STUPID SEA CRUISE
What can you say about two adults who take their two toddlers sailing around the world, then suffer a mechanical and medical emergency requiring a U.S. Navy and Coast Guard rescue operation
that cost taxpayers at least half a million dollars? On top of that,
the couple does not apologize, though the wife apparently says on
YOU KNOW YOU GREW UP IN PACIFICA WHEN…
Darryll Fletcher is one of several administrators for the wildly Facebook that it is one of the stupidest things they have ever done.
popular Facebook site called “You Know You Grew Up in Pacifica Well, duh! The Internet is full of comments about these irresponsiWhen…” Darryll says, “The site was started by people who grew up ble parents. Syndicated columnist Ruben Navarrette blistered the
from day one and love the town they were blessed to live in. Thank- couple with an op-ed titled “Seafaring parents toss responsibility
ful to their parents to pick such a beautiful place that made every- overboard.” What do you think?
one feel like family -- so much so that (I don’t know if you noticed)
REDUNDANCY (CONTINUED)
all the guys say, ‘I love you, man,’ and truly mean it.”
Chris Fogel nominates “The La Brea Tar Pits.”
AMERICAN FLAG MYSTERY
“I’m curious about an American flag that keeps appearing and dis- SWAMI SEZ
appearing over the northbound Highway 1 lanes on the pedestrian “Life is to be enjoyed, not endured.” (Mongkut, King of Siam)
bridge near the Manor exit. I first noticed it about a month ago. It
was up for maybe two weeks. Then someone took it down. Within a MAYBURRITOVILLE
few days, a second flag was up in the same place along with a small Email: mayburrito@goofbuster.com
note next to it that said something like ‘Don’t take me down.’ This Blogger: PacificaRiptide.com
flag may have lasted a week or 10 days before someone removed it. Editor: Goofbuster.com

